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Teaching notes 

Questions for learning and 
discussion topics 
Mary Whitehouse 

Use these questions either in class or for individual work after students have read the articles in the 
magazine. 

Einstein's lens 
1 What are the properties of the telescope and the camera that are needed to detect the faint 
quasars that confirmed Einstein’s proposal of the effect of gravity on light? 

2 The article includes several examples of the way that scientific ideas progress. Sometimes a 
theory prompts scientists to devise experiments to test that theory, on other occasions unexpected 
observations provide support for a new theory. 

Describe how Einstein’s general theory of general relativity was given greater credibility by each of 
these processes. 

Experiments with radioactivity 
1 The safety advice in the article recommends thoroughly washing your hands after carrying out 
the experiment. Use your understanding of the effect of ionising radiation on the body to explain why 
touching radioactive materials carries a much higher risk than working close to the materials. 

2 Show that the gradient of the graph of ln(intensity) against thickness is –µ 

Energy budgets 
1 Table 1 quotes some typical albedo values for different surfaces. To show your understanding 
of the term, use it to explain why the melting of polar ice caps may increase global warming. 

2 The data in Table 2 show that Mars and Venus have atmospheres with similar proportions of 
carbon dioxide, yet the greenhouse effect is much more significant on Venus. Explain why. 

Archimedes’ principle 
1 A simple gold crown has a mass of 1.5 kg. The crown's owner uses the apparatus in Box 1 to 
check whether it is pure gold. If she is to detect that it is only 90% gold and 10% silver (2 sig. fig.) what 
should be the maximum uncertainties in her readings from the force meter and measuring cylinder?   

2 The micro HEP turbine at Low Wood is described. Calculate the efficiency of the system when 
the water flow rate is 18 m3 s–1. The density of water is 1000 kg m–3. 


